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ABSTRACT
This work of fiction comprises a collection of stories exploring the lives of women in postIndependence and contemporary Botswana, as they navigate love, relationships, traditions, disease,
caretaking and grieving in a rapidly changing world.
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CHAPTER 1
BONES

In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
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When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
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and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
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the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
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“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
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which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
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daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
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That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
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missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
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“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
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the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
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It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
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That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
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or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
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home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
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her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
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pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
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She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
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misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
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standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
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baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
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over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
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return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
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In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
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their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
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her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
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They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
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Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
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parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
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Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
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into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
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room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
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When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
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and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
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the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
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“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
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which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
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daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
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That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
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missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
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“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
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the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
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It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
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That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
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or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
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home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
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her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
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pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
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She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
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misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
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standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
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baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
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over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
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return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
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In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
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their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
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her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
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They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
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Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
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parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
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Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
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into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
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room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
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When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
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and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
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the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
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“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
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which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
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daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
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That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
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missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
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“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
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the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
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It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
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That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
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or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
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home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
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her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
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pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
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She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
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misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
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standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
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baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
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over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
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return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
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In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
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their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
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her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
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They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
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Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
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parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
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Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
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into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
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room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
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When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
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and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
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the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
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“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
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which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
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daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
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That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
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missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
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“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
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the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
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It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
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That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
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or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
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home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
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her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
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pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
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She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
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misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
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standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
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baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
In a different year, on a different day, Kgomotso Motimedi would have joked about
inheriting her cooking skills from her mother Mma-Taolo; she of the lumpy porridges, she of the
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over-salted beef stews, she of the various other atrocities. Not that morning. That morning,
standing in her childhood kitchen, Kgomotso felt she should ask her mother how she was doing.
She wanted to touch the older woman, cradle the folds of her cheeks in her hands, feel the heat of
her forehead the way her mother had when Kgomotso was a little girl down with a cold, or a fever
or tonsillitis. Kgomotso thought she should inject her voice with tenderness and ask, “How are you,
Mme? Are you going to be alright?”
It would be impolite, prompting an elder to unmask her feelings in that way. Even if
Kgomotso asked, she knew she would get the standard answer her mother always parsed out.
“Fine, fine,” her mother would say. “We are still here. These bones are as you see them.”
That morning, the smell of smoke must have summoned Mma-Taolo into the kitchen. The
older woman cradled Kgomotso’s youngest in her arms. As he kicked and fussed from the blanket in
which he was swaddled, Mma-Taolo, her face stolid, leaned against the fridge and swung the baby
left-right-left, her eyes fixed on the ruined scones on the table. Kgomotso scraped the scones from
the pan into the rubbish bin by the door, half considering making another batch before the rest of
the household awoke.
When Kgomotso was a little girl, Christmas mornings meant waking up to the smell of
vanilla and sugar and milk. She and her older brother Taolo woke up earlier than normal, stumbled
into this same kitchen, sat at the same table and suffered their mother’s too-sweet, over-yeasted
scones even before they washed away the night’s crusts from their eyes and lips. Back then, they
parted the scones open and dropped whorls of butter into the centres and ate the scones still hot.
They always changed into their new Christmas clothes after lunch, a treat for which they would have
waited a whole year, even more hankered after than all the custard and jelly desserts they got from
their neighbours. Years after Kgomotso and Taolo were too old for new Christmas clothes, their
mother still woke early to make vanilla scones. When the siblings moved out of the family home, a
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return to Serowe meant this – it meant being roused out of sleep by clattering pans and the scent of
baking bread, it meant their mother sitting at the table with just the two of them, listening in
misplaced pride to the stories Taolo told so easily. Under Taolo’s spell, Mma-Taolo was a fool
pining to believe the plans her son laid every year – his plans to buy a plot of land, his plans to come
home to Serowe more often, his plans to finally pay the pregnancy damages to the family of the
mother of Motheo, his son.
That morning, the first Christmas morning without her brother and his deceptions, her
mother needed respite, Kgomotso thought. So she had risen early to mix the batter and to mould
the dough in her ands before dropping each ball into the muffin pan. She had sat by herself –
missing her brother – then escaped back to her bedroom to cuddle with her husband and kiss her
daughter’s hair. By the time she went back to the kitchen, smoke was escaping from the oven and
crowding the air.
“It’s going to be fine,” Kgomotso said, more to herself than to her mother, as she dropped
the pan into the sink. “It’s going to be fine.” She held onto the optimism of the words as she
scrambled to make something new amid her son’s cries: sorghum soft porridge for the kids, tea, eggs
and bread for the adults. She held onto the words as she watched her mother swaying around the
room in an attempt to quiet the crying baby; she held onto them when her mother finally sat down
feeding the baby spoonfuls of the porridge.
Her daughter Sethunya walked into the kitchen, her hair disheveled, her face still full of
sleep. She wore the fluffy pink Bratz bathrobe she insisted on sleeping in despite the heat.
Kgomotso kneeled to kiss Sethunya’s cheeks, first the left one, then the right one, then she kissed
her lips and her forehead, as if making up for the inevitable time such kisses would be inappropriate,
when her daughter would demand that she stop.
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